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Chapter 1

What’s New in This Release

This chapter summarizes new features and changes in eVision Studio release 5.0.5.

What’s in This Chapter

“Target Property of Link Component” on page 4

“Setting a Background Color for a Page Layout” on page 4

“Restoring the Original Value of a Property” on page 4

“HTML Text Component Name Change” on page 5

“eVision Studio User’s Guide Improvements” on page 5

1.1 Target Property of Link Component
The Link component has a new property called target. This property allows you to 
specify how the link opens (for example, in a new window or in the same frame).

1.2 Setting a Background Color for a Page Layout
The page property type has a new property called bgcolor property. This property 
allows you to set the background color of the Page Layout.

1.3 Restoring the Original Value of a Property
If you change the value of a GUI component property and then want to restore the 
original value, you can do so by clicking a blue, circular arrow in the right column of 
the Properties window.
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1.4 HTML Text Component Name Change
The name of the HTML Text component has been changed to Label.

1.5 eVision Studio User’s Guide Improvements
Chapter 4, “Using the Page Layout Designer” now includes a subsection for each GUI 
component (with the exception of the Chart component, which is described in Chapter 
8).

Chapter 6, “Using the Page Flow Designer” provides more detail about using the Event 
Based Decision element.
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